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Why buy?

The GM 82, 83, 625 and 626 are highly efficient machines that are easy to manoeuvre

and feature a robust construction. As suitable for floor and overhead cleaning as they are

for spil lage pickup, these multi-motored industrial vacuum cleaners provide high suction
power for efficient cleaning. They can be used in almost all environments, and they fit any

standard power supply. The oval design of the GM 82,625 and 626 makes them highly

mobile and easy to manoeuvre in confined spaces.

Every machine features a large main filter that ensures superior filtration and constant

airflow. Absolute exhaust filters (HEPA/ULPA) for suction of hazardous particles are

optional and give superior dust control.

The GM 82,83,625 and 626 can be fitted with quality GORE-TEX@ main fi l ters.

GORE-TEX@ filters are especially easy to clean when suctioning very fine dust, sticky dust

and hygroscopic dust. The GORE-TEX@material ensures high init ial f i l tration.

o Multi-task vacuum cleaners
. Reliability and long operating life
o Easy to manoeuvre
. High-performance multiple motors for efficient cleaning
o Easy to empty
. Single-phase motors use standard power supply
r Superior filtration
o Robust construction

Large floor area in exhibition centre. Raw material extraction and processing industry.

Electronic industry. Warehouse areas in iron and metal industrv.



@
Competitively priced industrial vacuum
cleaner used for general cleaning in
commercial and institutional setfrngs or
to pick up dust and solids in industrial
seftmgs. lt is highly mobile and easy to
manoeuvre in confined spaces"

ldeal for heavy swai
removal, such as cast iron
swai. The large (69 litre)
dust container is easily
released by a one-step,
foot-operated lever.
A large main filter and up
to3x1,200Wpower
provide excellent
performance.

@
Perfect for picking up heavy solids like
engineering swarf or plastic granules.
It can be used with a fixed container
nozzle to clean large floor areas
productively or with an extension tube
for overhead cleaning.

With a 16,000 cm'z main filter
area, the GM 626 sets fhe sfan-
dard for effective filtration.
The GM 626 is very suitable for
removing fine dust, such as
granulate, medicine powders or
cements accompanied by solids.



Take a closer look
Filter shaker makes it
easy to regenerate the
main filter regularly,
which extends the life-
time of the filter and
machine.

Heavy-duty, single-
phase motors provide
superior suction power
and can be used with
any standard power
suppry.

Optional motor protec-
t ion f i l ters for f ine dust
^^^t i^^+i^^^dvPrrudLrur rJ.

Robust construction
improves reliability,
even under heavy-duty
condit ions.

Large dust collection
container with easy-to-
empty drop-bin system.
Dust bag system is
avai lable.

Large, non-marking
wheels make it easy
IO mOVe OVer Uneven
surfaces.

Large main filter area ensures superior filtration
and prevents clogging.

Filter shaker to regenerate the large filter,
ensuring a constant airflow.
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Optional HEPA and ULPA exhaust filters for
superior dust control-
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Foot-operated drop bin on the GM 83/625/626
allows for easy emptying of the dust container.



Accessories

Local service
maintenance

and

Nilfisk offers a complete range of access-

ories available to handle all types of

vacuum cleaning tasks and ensure optimal

performance. Every accessory meets the

high standard Nilf isk sets for durabil ity

and efficiency. For fudher details, please

reouest our brochure on accessories.

The best way to keep your vacuum cleaner

in peak condition is with a Nilf isk service

agreement. lt includes preventative main-

tenance and ensures that your equipment

is serviced properly by a professional.

For assistance, please call your local

Nilfisk customer service reoresentatives.
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